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The Golden Calf (Exod. 32) 

Questions and Suggestions for Discussion 

Worshipping an Idol 

1. The construction of the golden calf is an expression of the people’s desire for a tangi-

ble token of God’s presence. It turns the invisible God into a visible object. It also turns 

a personal and active God into an artefact that cannot see, speak or act. 

 What do you make of the Israelites’ desire for a tangible token of God’s presence? 

Can you relate to that? Are there any modern versions of that kind of desire? What 

might they look like? 

 By turning God into a lifeless image (an idol), the people end up with a much 

smaller, a far more insignificant ‘god’. Are we ever in danger of turning God into 

an idol, a smaller, more insignificant ‘god’? What would that look like? 

 How would you define an idol? What distinguishes an idol from God? Why is the 

worship of an idol to be resisted? 

 John Durham comments that ‘the calf represented Yahweh on their terms’. Again, 

is there any danger that we construct God on our terms? What would that look 

like? Why is this to be resisted? 

Prayer 

2. Moses manages to persuade God not to destroy the Israelites. Terence Fretheim, ap-

plying this to prayer in general, comments that ‘human prayer … is honored by God 

as a contribution to a conversation that has the capacity to change future directions 

for God, people and world’. 

 What do you make of this? Do you believe that our prayer makes a difference? Do 

you believe that it can change us? Others? The world? God? 

 How do you understand prayer? What is it about? Why should we pray? 

Was Moses Too Zealous? [Not for the faint of heart!] 

3. Fretheim suggests that perhaps Moses was a bit too zealous when he asked the Levites 

to kill their brothers, friends and neighbours, claiming that this is what God had said 

(v. 27). 

 What do you make of Fretheim’s suggestion? What does it imply for how we read 

the text? What does it imply about Moses? There is no denying that Moses had 

overreacted before (see Exod. 2:11-12). Should we trust him on this occasion? 
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 If, on the other hand, Moses was right and God had indeed told him that these peo-

ple were to be killed, what does that say about God? If God had relented from his 

earlier anger, why would he wish to have these people killed at this point? 

 Did the people deserve to die? Did their disloyalty to God justify such a form of 

punishment? 

 Would God act like that today, or does the New Testament present us with a dif-

ferent God? Has God changed? 

Reading the Book of Exodus 

4. My last suggestion for discussion is not so much about today’s text as our series on 

the book of Exodus in general. 

 What did you make of the sessions? 

 What did you learn from them? 

 Have they made any difference in terms of how you read the book of Exodus or 

perhaps even the Old Testament/Bible more generally? 

 Have the sessions made any difference to your life as a Christian? Or, to put it 

somewhat differently, have there been any issues in the texts we looked at that 

have inspired or challenged you? Have you learned anything about God and how 

to live in relationship with him? 

Other Issues? 

5. Feel free to reflect on whichever part of the story spoke to you! 


